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“Life is a journey not a destination.”  
 

The end of the each day teaches us something new. Time has its own phases which everyone 

experience in its lifetime. It all depends on one’s perception some are eager to learn more and 

some tackle things as a chronophagous. Our generation has witnessed the chronicles of time 

where we have transited from offline to online and we are relishing the taste of virtual things. 

This virtual reality dragged us so far that we fail to realize the presence of virtual devil among us. 

The e commerce and hyper local models are just a second away from our reach. With the 

advancement of so many apps and online platforms in any field we are buckled into a vertex of 

using them for endless purposes. Families have no bonds together, all members are sitting in their 

own cozy comfort zones where they hardly bother about the pain and feelings of others. There is 

no time to express our emotions and daily hardships as we get so sucked into a vertex of using and 

surfing internet to deal with our problems. Life is such a merry chase where everyone is chasing 

happiness and has forgotten the support of real supporters in our immediate surroundings.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Driven mostly by the technological progress and global integration, people feel proud to get 

connected globally and not leaving any stone unturned to settle into the rich developed countries 

once they succeed in settling down there they started flaunting themselves in a very colorful auto-

filtered photos on social media .When they come out of the virtual reality then they realize the 

fact of life when nobody is there to serve a plate of happiness to them. This entire phrase reminds 

me the sentence of our famous Punjabi singer Gurdas Mann’s famous song  “Ki Banu Duniya Da” 

where he rightly highlighted the harsh reality of life and urged the people not to forget their 

traditions under the fancy filtered life of western world– “Harbolisikhosikhni vi chahiyedi,   par 

pakkivekhkekachhi ni dhaayidi.” 

Get up! Get up! Get up! For yourself not for the sake of others and find out your own way of living 

in great Eternity… 
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